De-Placing Future Memory
Part of AHRC Beyond Text Scheme
with support from Exeter Migrations Network

Workshop 1: 21 - 22 May 2009

University of Exeter (in Kay Labs behind Amory Bldg.) and through the Access Grid
Artists Journey - various locations including Double Locks Pub on the Canal Locks

Structure and Programme of Events

• 7 panels each to include:
  • 20 minute presentation by each key presenter
  • 10 minute response to each panel prepared by a discussant
  • 30 - 45 minute discussion
• Art Journey and workshop on second day following Panel G

Day 1

9:00 Coffee
9:30 - 11:00 Panel A
  Elena Isayev: Introduction - Ancient and modern memory of place
  Nick Kaye: Key Note - Gary Hill and tenses of action
  Respondent: Jerri Daboo
11:00 - 12:30 Panel B
  Nadje Al-Ali, Rashad Salim and Hanaa Mal Allah
  *Iraqi De&Re/Constructions: Memories, Ruins & Monuments*
  Respondent: Ruba Salih
12:30 - 1:30 Lunch
1:30 - 3:00 Panel C
  Chris Gosden and Linda Hurcombe
  *Materiality, Ephemeralit, Mind, Agency, Body, Object*
  Respondent: Andrew Jones
3:00 - 4:30 Panel D
  Mike Pearson, JD Dewsbury and John Wylie
  *Trace/Displaced: the materiality of performance*
  Respondent: Adeline Johns-Putra
4:30 - 5:00 Tea
  Performance: Janet Forbes, Recorder
5:00 - 6:30 Panel E
  Jonathan Lee: Music and the Human Experience
  Marion Wood: De-placing future memory; a musical perspective
  Respondent: Will Higbee
6:30 - 7:30 Panel F
  Shauna McMullan and Catrin Webster: The Artists Experience
8:00 Dinner

Day 2

9:00 - 11:00 Panel G
  Mick Dumper: UNESCO & the politics of cultural heritage in Old Jerusalem
  Ilan Pappe: Memory as the Land of Fear
  Alessandro Petti and Sandi Hilal - *PPT De-Colonizing Architecture*
  Respondent: Regenia Gagnier
11:00 - 11:30 Coffee & Journey Introduction Shauna McMullan and Catrin Webster
11:30 - 2:00 Artists Journey for all participants
2:00 - 3:00 Lunch at the Double Locks
3:00 - 5:00 Continuing Art Workshop/Journey Discussion and a Look Ahead

Project Websites:
Beyond Text AHRC: http://projects.beyonndtext.ac.uk/deplacingfuturememory/index.php
University Web site: http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/futurememory/

Organiser: Elena Isayev
Project Assistant: Gillian Ramsey
Email: e.isayev@exeter.ac.uk
Email: gr213@exeter.ac.uk
Phone: 0044(0)1392264200 Mob: 0044(0)7969642927

Address: Dep’t of Classics & Ancient History, University of Exeter, Amory, Rennes Dr. Exeter, UK, EX4 4RJ